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Online Manglik Test - (XYZ Kumar) 
Date of Birth : November 2, 1988 /
Time of Birth : 5:10 AM /
Place of Birth : Gaya,Bihar,India

 Introduction

ccording to Vedic Astrology, when the planet Mars is located in certain houses of the horoscope, it casts male�c in�uence on various life
aspects of that person. A person having such an a�icted Mars status is known as a Manglik. This condition is also called the Kuja Dosha

or the Bhauma Dosha (defect).

This report checks your chart for Mars a�ictions based on a 100-point scoring system. Although a person may have certain conditions in their
charts that make them candidates for Mars a�ictions, there are various degrees of Bhauma Dosha. Some planet con�gurations cause strong
Dosha (defects), while others are less virulent and some can even be called mild. Since there are only 12 houses and presence of Mars in any 5 of
them make one a Manglik, nearly 42% of the population are likely to be Mangliks!! We will test your chart to �nd out to what extent, if any, Mars
affects your chart. Factors such as conjunction of the Sun and Saturn, which affect the in�uence of Mars and can be responsible for marital
discord, are also considered in this analysis.

The maximum havoc is caused when Mars is ill placed in the Natal or Birth Chart and maximum weightage is given to this condition. The higher
the points scored, more are the male�c in�uences of Bhauma Dosha and other discordant planetary in�uences on a marriage, and remedial
measures are a must!

In the chart below, as per our analysis of your birth chart, the following is your table of your planetary con�gurations which �rst checks to see if
the possibility of Mars a�iction exists in your chart:

House
House
Symbol

Sign Name
Sign
Symbol

Occupant Occupant Symbol Manglik Possibility

First I Libra 7 Ascendant,Pluto,Sun Asd,Plu,Sun Yes

Second II Scorpio 8 No

Third III Sagittarius 9 Neptune,Saturn,Uranus Nep,Sat,Ura Yes

Fourth IV Capricorn 10 No

Fifth V Aquarius 11 Rahu Rah No

Sixth VI Pisces 12 Mars Mar Yes

Seventh VII Aries 1 No

Eighth VIII Taurus 2 Jupiter Jup No

Ninth IX Gemini 3 No

Tenth X Cancer 4 Moon Mon No

Eleventh XI Leo 5 Ketu Ket No

Twelveth XII Virgo 6 Mercury,Venus Mer,Ven No
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he following is an analysis of the extent of male�c in�uences that are present in your Birth Chart, your Moon (Janma Rashi) Chart, as well
as your Divisional Charts. Depending on the �nal scores, we will rate your chart for Manglik in�uences and recommend remedial measures

if you need them. The maximum weightage is placed on male�c in�uences of Mars in your Birth Chart, since this will impact your life the greatest.

Birth Chart Score

Mars is located VI House 0

Saturn is located III House 0

Sun is located I House 5

Total Score (Birth Chart) 5

Moon Chart Score

Mars is located IX House 0

Saturn is located VI House 0

Sun is located IV House 2

Total Score (Moon Chart) 2

Navamsha Chart Score

Mars is located XII House 23

Saturn is located IX House 0

Sun is located VI House 0

Total Score (Navamsha Chart) 12.5

 Our Advice

lear all your obstacles in the way of marriage. Our expert astrologers will give you an appropriate analysis in Manglik Dosh Analysis Report
and the constant hurdles in the way or your marriage will be cleared. This report is a must for you. Get your own Report!
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